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As musical access evolves alongside technology and ever-shifting culture, the performing artist is confronted with a question: is live performance essential? Tonight's concert offers six pieces and their various answers to this question.

Exploring how sound exists in a space — how it defines and is defined by a space, and how it’s observed in that space - the full realization of these works is only available in the moments they are exchanged between the performer and audience.

A case for live performance is made not with the risk for failure or presentation of the performer as hero, but with compositional ideas that live fully only within the moment of performance.

**Standing Waves**

Standing Waves are created by the reflection and interference of sound waves — in this case, of two sine waves emanating from the speakers on stage. The resulting field of nodes and antinodes — manifested as areas of varying volume — is unique to the shape of this concert hall. Though dictated by the shape of the room, the experience of these sounds is completely controlled by the listener as they move throughout the space. The result is a physical demonstration of listening and an invitation to experience the whole of our shared space throughout this concert.

**Burn Again with a Low Blue Flame** by Annie Gosfield

“Burn Again with a Low Blue Flame is a work that is to be played twice: once as a simple tape piece, and then again as a piece for cello and electronics. The recorded element of the piece is identical, but the cellist becomes the focus for the second version, in a fully notated part that in turn blends, contrasts, and stands out from a recorded orchestra of strings, winds, and mechanical sounds.” — Annie Gosfield

The beauty of this piece is in the manipulation of sound origination. By juxtaposing the two halves of *Burn Again*, Gosfield highlights the effects of present and absent sound sources. In relief against the unchanging
electronics, the live sound source becomes a demonstration of autonomy where live sound pushes against, recedes behind, and overcomes electronics. The result provides a musical environment where the listener’s focus is guided through and can selectively move amid the sound locations.

_Vessel_ by Caroline Miller

Commissioned for this concert, _Vessel_ is embedded with unpredictability, where the sound created is exclusive to each performance.

"This piece is supposed to be sort of like a living creature. It is not fully itself on the page (the page is just potential, like a recipe or DNA), just as it is not itself when on a recording (a recording is a deterministic destruction of this potential). Just like a living organism, the piece is a product of both its genetics and its environment.” – Caroline Miller

Through expressions of unstable sound objects and indeterminate pacing, _Vessel_ seeks to reveal unexpected sound artifacts, new possibilities, and delicate surprises. Beyond the natural differences of performing any piece of music, Miller creates a sound world that is, in its essence, temporary.

_Durations II_ by Morton Feldman

_Durations II_ is one of five Duration works composed by Morton Feldman between February 1960 and May 1961. “Duration is indeed the topic of the Durations, but what is meant here is not the composition of time values but the removal of the tone lengths from the composer’s controlling grasp” (Peter Niklas Wilson).

Thus, each performance of _Durations II_ is necessarily unique as each instrument moves along its individual path dictated by the performers’ durational decisions. Feldman encouraged performers to avoid what he called “the sound of linear counterpoint” and would guide performers by describing the sounds as sourceless. According to John Tilbury, “he wanted them to take on that precious quality of transience, of uncatchability … to be free but not arbitrary, elusive but compelling.”
Durations II lives as a procession of decisions, dependent on a host of immeasurable conditions unique to the performance’s individual time and space that kaleidoscopically circulate Feldman’s pitches. While this performance can be captured, it is only as a memory dislocated from the time and space that initiated its creation.

The New Right of Spring by Pauline Oliveros

The New Right of Spring is one of many Sonic Meditations composed by Pauline Oliveros as part of her exploration of Deep Listening. As described by the Deep Listening Institute founded by Oliveros, Deep Listening “explores the difference between the involuntary nature of hearing and the voluntary, selective nature - exclusive and inclusive - of listening.”

Referencing the famous musical depiction of a primitive sacrificial dance by Igor Stravinsky, Oliveros’s The New Right of Spring instructs the performer to “play any piece but give up middle C.” These whimsical instructions create the conditions for a performance that encourages Deep Listening by subverting listener expectations of a familiar piece. Instead of listening to, in this case, Bourées by Bach, the listener is tracking and imaging an absent pitch, experiencing absence and its implications.

“One of the values of Deep Listening is folly, the way it leads us to listen with abandon, to transcend the deafness of cultural conditioning. It moves us beyond such constructs as "logical" discourse, rationality, and traditional music.” - William Osborne

This listening experience hinges on imagined sound and playful disorientation, the bizarre experience of hearing something familiar for the first time. But, subverted expectations give way to predictability upon multiple listenings, so that the first hearing of a version of The New Right of Spring offers the most potent opportunity for the listener to focus on their auditory environment and the cognitive processes that influence their experience of it.
Charles Curtis by Alvin Lucier

At the crux of Alvin Lucier’s Charles Curtis is the creation of acoustic beating that occurs when two or more different frequencies are sounded. The musical material of Charles Curtis consists of two sliding sine waves and one cellist playing two simultaneous pitches. The resulting beats – constructive and destructive oscillations in volume when vibrations in the air collide – only exist as a result of the interactions between these independent sound sources in space, not within the sources of the sounds, but, as Nicolas Collins describes it, “beyond the loudspeaker.”

Thus, both the performer and listener must reorient their conception of sound. In the words of Charles Curtis himself “the sound of this music is not a signal being broadcast but a field being activated where frequency manifests itself as wavelength as much as pitch.” The performance occurs through the assertion of the cellist’s sound into the body of air already filled by the sine waves’ vibrations. These assertions are dictated by the consequent beating they produce, thus the performer is not interpreting her part, but the total sound of the piece – a dynamic body of air filling the concert space.
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